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PATENT 
Attorney Docket No, 194.0020-00000 

Customer No. 22882 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In re Application of: ) 
Michael Faerber et al. ) 
Serial No.: 12/450,608 ) 
Filed: February 2, 2010 ) 
For: METHOD, NETWORK AND ) 
DEVICE FOR INFORMATION ) 
PROVISION BY USING PAGING AND ) 
CELL BROADCAST SERVICES ) 

Mail Stop RCE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

Confirmation No.: 8452 

Group Art Unit 2646 
Examiner: Charles Terrell Shedrick 

AMENDMENT 

Prior to the further examination of the above-identified application and in reply to 

the Final Office Action of January 30, 2014 ("Office Action"), the period for reply having 

been extended for two (2) months by a request for extension and fee payment filed 

concurrently herewith, the Applicant proposes that this application be amended as 

follows: 

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims, which begins on 

page 2 of this paper. 

Remarks begin on page 7 of this paper. 

Amendment 06-26-14 - 1940020-00000 
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Amendments to the Claims: 

Application NOe 12i450,608 
Amendment dated June 26, 2014 

This listing of clainls will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the 

application: 

Listing of Claims: 

Claims 1-10 (canceled). 

11. (currently amended) A method of communicating with a terminal in a cellular 

wireless communication system, the method comprising: 

storing, at the terminal of the cellular wireless communication system, a 

group of specific identifiers common to a plurality of terminals supporting an 

emergency warning, at least two specific identifiers in the group of the specific 

identifiers being for different types of emergencies, the cellular wireless 

communication system being a bi-directional cellular wireless communication 

system between a base station and the glurality of terminals; 

checking, by the terminal, whether a paging message received from a-the 

base station includes at least one specific identifier of the group of the specific 

identifiers; aAG 

switching directly, by the terminal, to a broadcast mode for receiving 

broadcast content on a broadcast channel only if the received paging message 

includes the at least one specific identifier of the group of the specific identifiers, 

'Nithout requesting resources from the cellular vvireless commuAicatioA system, at 

leaffi tv~'g. ~ecffiB iGet-HffieFS fH -I:~i-8 -§fau~ Bf tfl.& s~siHe iOOfi-l:4f&rS .ee+A§ faF 

differeAt types of emergencies; and 

establishing, by the terminal~ at least one of a Qhysical channel and a 

logical channel onlv if the received paging message includes a temporary mobile 

subscriber identity allocated to the terminal. 

12. (previously presented) A method according to clainl 11, wherein the terminal is a 

mobile terminal attached to a mobile network, and the broadcast mode is a 

Global System for Mobile Communications cell-broadcast mode. 

13. (currently amended) A method according to claim 11) wherein the terminal at 
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Application NOe 12i450,608 
Amendment dated June 26, 2014 

least one of notifies and displays to a user of the terminal the broadcast content 

received from the base station. 

14. (previously presented) A method according to claim 11, wherein a duration of 

the broadcast mode is dependent on the at least one specific identifier of the 

group of the specific identifiers. 

15. (previously presented) A method according to claim 11) wherein the group of the 

specific identifiers are temporary subscriber mobile identities. 

16. (currently amended) A terminal operating in a cellular wireless communication 

system having a plurality of terminals, the terminal comprising: 

a memmy unit configured to: 

store a group of specific identifiers common to the plurality of the 

terminals supporting an emergency warning, at least two specific 

identifiers in the grouQ of the sQecific identifiers being for different types of 

enlergencies, the cellular wireless comnlunication system being a bi

directional cellular wireless communication system between a base station 

and the Qlurality of terminals; and 

a control unit configured to: 

check whether a paging message received from a-the base station 

includes at least one specific identifier of the group of the specific 

identifiers; f:IftG 

switch directly to a broadcast mode for receiving broadcast content 

on a broadcast channel only if the paging message received frorn the 

base station includes the at least one specific identifier of the group of the 

specific identifiers, without requesting resources from the cellular wireless 

€-er-nmI::IHiGat·foo··syst-eftlj··at··l-east··twe-··SFleGffi-c··IDffitifi-eFS··iH··tf.1B··gf0l:l-P·0f·.th·e 

sFlecific identifiers being for different tYFles of emergencies: and 

establish at least one of a physical channel and a logical channel 

only if the received paging message includes a temporarv mobile 

subscriber identity allocated to the terminal. 

17. (previously presented) A terminal according to claim 16, wherein the terminal is 
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Application NOe 12i450,608 
Amendment dated June 26, 2014 

a mobile terminal attached to a mobile network and the broadcast mode is a 

Global System for Mobile Communications cell-broadcast mode, 

18. (currentlyanlended) A terminal according to claim 16, further comprising: 

an acoustical unit configured to notify a user of the terminal of tile 

broadcast content received from the base station; and 

a display unit configured to display the f€-Cef¥eG broadcast content to the 

user of the terminal, 

19. (previously presented) A terminal according to claim 16, wherein a duration of 

the broadcast mode is dependent on the at least one specific identifier of tile 

group of the specific identifiers. 

20. (currently amended) A cellular wireless communication systenmetwork 

OOffHlitfA+cat+Ag. wit!:l teftl'tiABl& aAd adapted to implement a cell broadcast service 

and a paging mode, the network system comprising: 

a transmitter configured to broadcast content and transmit at least one 

paging message to tJ:1.e.-a plurality of terminals in a cell, the cellular wireless 

communication system being a bi-directional cellular wireless communication 

system between the transmitter and tile Qlurality of terminals; and 

athe plurality of tJ:1.e.-terminals. each of the Qlurality of terminals comQrising: 

a memory unit configured to: 

storestefiAg a group of specific identifiers supporting an 

emergency warning;, at least two specific identifiers in the g,rouQ of 

the sQecific identifiers being for different tYQes of emergencies: 

and, the at least OAe paging message iAcluding at least one 

specific identifier of the group of the specific identifiers for directly 

a control unit configured to: 

check whether the at least one Qaging message received 

from the transmitter includes at least one sQecific identifier of the 

group of the specific identifiers; 

switchsvvitching the terminals to a broadcast support mode 

for receiving the ~aadcast content transmitted by the transmitter 
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